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The eighth plenum of the 1st Central Committee of the Proletarian Party of East Bengal held
successfully.
All the members of the Central Committee were present and the Chairman of the Central
Committee presided over the meeting.
Among others, the following resolutions were taken in the meeting:
The national revolution aspect is principal in the national democratic revolution of East
Bengal.
An organization of national character is needed to carry this National Democratic Revolution.
As a nation is composed of various classes, sections and religious minorities, so the
organization that represents them is or should be of national character.
The liberation of the national and lingual minority people living inside the geographic
boundary of East Bengal is related to that of the people of East Bengal. Therefore, their
representation should be in the organization of national character of East Bengal to include
their struggle.
At the present era, without the leadership of the class proletariat, various classes, sections and
minority people cannot organize them, nor can they bring own liberation.
Therefore, an organization of national character that has representative of lingual and national
minorities should have to be forged, and under its leadership, national democratic revolution
should be carried and completed.
The name of that organization of national character is National Liberation Front of East
Bengal.
If we can properly carry forward party, front and patriotic force, the victory of revolution is
inevitable.
So, we are taking the decision of forming National Liberation Front.
● The Meeting decides to forge the following organizations. These organizations will work
secretly in enemy areas and openly-semi openly in liberated areas.
▬ Workers and Employees Liberation Society
▬ Students-Youth Liberation Society
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▬ Religious Minorities Liberation Society
▬ Patriotic Ulama Society
▬ Liberation Society for Women, Art-Culture, Newspaper and Literature
▬ Patriotic Businessmen and Industrialists Society
▬ Peasants Liberation Society
▬ National Minorities Liberation Council
▬ To forge organizations for fishermen, snake-charmers and other professional basis
The Meeting appoints particular comrades to organize those mass organizations. With
approval of proper level, they will form necessary committees and groups.
Every region will organize people in the above-mentioned mass organizations.
● The meeting formed the Supreme Commanders of the Armed Patriotic Force of East
Bengal.
Siraj Sikder was appointed as the Chairman of the Supreme Commanders and Supreme
Commander-in-Chief and Political Commissar of the Armed Patriotic Force.
The following organizations decide to join the National Liberation Front:
1) Proletarian Party of East Bengal
2) Armed Patriotic Force of East Bengal
3) Liberation Society of Workers-Employees
4) Students and Youth Liberation Society
5) Religious Minorities Liberation Council
6) Patriotic Ulama Society
7) Liberation Society for Women, Art-Culture, Newspaper and Literature
8) Patriotic Businessmen and Industrialists Society
9) Peasants Liberation Society
10) National Minorities Liberation Council
Meeting fixed representative to represent those organizations of the front.
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● Party will continue its work inside and outside front according to the interest of domestic
and international proletariat. For example:
To popularize party and its lines
To directly recruit people to party
To unmask various forms of revisionists
To unify proletarian revolutionaries, that is, establish and maintain class unity
Party will continue to work inside and outside front with independence and initiative
After the liquidation of the so-called other Marxists and joining of other leftist
revolutionaries/groups in front, independent party activity outside front will not be needed.
To put slogan outside party in the name of comrade Siraj Sikder will be adjourned. It will be
used as inside party slogan.
Those who want to know about party, can be informed that comrade Siraj Sikder is the
leader.
Other slogans will continue to exist as before.
● Recruit those in various mass organizations who want to join front. Those who are active
there, should be made understand the necessity of leadership of party in national democratic
revolution. Those should be organized in study circles who want to join party. Thus, party
work has to be carried in front.
● Call various patriotic (Secret and open) leftist groups as part of nation of East Bengal to
accelerate their national struggle by joining front.
● Try to unify various patriotic classes, sections, fractions, groups and individuals and
minority people in front.
● Form regional committee of front in different regions. Appoint people for the organizations
of front.
Similarly, work should be done in sub-regions and lower levels.
● The meeting proposed the Provisional Central Committee of the National Liberation Front
and its Chairman’s name. Meeting proposed following tasks to be given to Central
Committee:
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1) Publish Declaration of Front
2) Produce Program and Constitution
3) Hold national congress and form full-fledged Central Committee
4) The Provisional Central Committee will carry the activities of front; the chairman will
carry the activities of front when the meeting of central committee will not be going on
5) (The Central Committee) is able to co-opt necessary members.
● Organizers of various levels and leading cadres expressed the following positions on the
document regarding certain comrade:
Do not appoint that comrade to any leading policy-making, security-related or organizational
work-related post.
On the basis of the above positions, meeting released the comrade from his post of full
membership of Central Committee and its related other posts.
● Celebrate Armed Force Day (30 April), International Labor Day (1 May), Party Day (3
June 1973 is the 2nd Anniversary of Party Formation of the Proletarian Party of East Bengal).
On the occasion of the Days, the significance of the party history should be discussed.
Various levels must carry celebration meeting on that occasion.
On the occasion of Party Day, publish summation of past experience of party.
● Situation will not be same in everywhere of the organization. Some areas may be
developed, some areas may be backward or medium, in some areas, development is principal
while in some areas consolidation is principal, in some areas, armed struggle is principal
while in some areas, preparation for armed struggle, retreat may be principal.
Yet, each area will work according to own condition by combining it with general line.
It is applicable to cadres too. Some cadres will be backward. Each cadre has good and strong
aspects while he/she has bad and weak aspects on the other side too.
To work without thinking that, is one-sidedness. Consequently, work will be blindly and we
shall be disappointed.
● Our principle with respect to being opportunists and renegades of those who are related to
serious security:
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▬ Try to convince them till the end and apply various tactics to stop them from being
opportunists
▬ Take various preparations to resist violation of security during this time
▬ Do not relate those with serious security who have such possibilities
▬ Give capital punishment in enemy areas and put in custody in liberated areas to those who
make security problems even after taking all those steps
● In military field, solving financial problem is central task.
Meeting appreciates those regions that took steps to put this decision in action.
In materializing that decision, we should sum up the positive and negative experiences of the
regions that took steps to put that decision in action, discover its laws and work accordingly
so that we can achieve success.
● The Armed Propaganda Team experimentally carried propaganda in an area. It made grand
success.
Meeting calls upon all the areas to put that in action.
● On the occasion of the second anniversary of formation of party, the following comrades
are given after death membership:
1. Com. Taher 2. Com. Baten 3. Com. Polas 4. Com. Nayan 5. Com. Zillu 6. Com. Sayeed 7.
Com. Shahin 8. Com. Anis 9. Com. Kuddus 10. Com. Pintu 11. Com. Razzak 12. Com. Hiru
13. Com. Nazrul
Later on, more martyrs will be given party membership on the basis of further investigation.
● The Indian intervention in Sikkim further clarified their expansionist character.
● The problem of money exchange further deepened the crisis of Bangladesh puppet
government. People’s wrath and hatred is intensifying in this crisis.
It further clarifyingly proves the treacherous act of Bangladesh puppet government to sell
Bangladesh to Indian expansionists.
● Petit bourgeoisie are either dogmatist or narrow empiricists. This is why their method of
thinking and working is one-sidedness, superficiality and subjectivism.
In organization, they are split-ist.
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In politics, that is, in class struggle, they vacillate in left or right.
In writing, speaking and reading, they are stereo type.
The above-mentioned points are the various manifestations of bourgeoisie ideology.
In each of their work, our cadres must verify them whether or not they commit those errors.
If our activities are guided by those petit bourgeoisie manifestations, we shall be foolish and
defeated; if we are free from those, we shall be wise and victorious.
● Organizers shall not express opinion on important matters before higher level puts opinion.
They should collect own cadres’, sympathizers’ and people’s opinion regarding that and send
to higher level.
Leading cadres will arrange coordination system with his/her area so that in case he/she loose
contact with party for any reason, his/her area does not get disconnected.
Take class on leadership and on human relation.
We should be very much attentive on developing cadres that are able to be leadership.
Organization did not properly realize the importance of the matter in the past.
● Apart from regional subscription, each region will collect subscription for center and
special region from own sympathizers.
Meeting accepts the call and coupon regarding that.
● It is the duty of the organizers to make policy, utilize cadres and improve their standard.
If the organizer run here and there and shows himself/herself busy, it will mean that he/she is
inefficient.
In this regard, meeting accepts Some Guide for Leadership [Appendix-I].
● Leading cadres and other cadres must submit the usage of their time in percent to higher
level.
The following works must be done:
▬ Carry responsibility given by party
▬ Read own self
▬ Make others read
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▬Write
▬ Think
▬ Physical exercise (Programing on foot or Bicycle included in it)
▬ Chat
▬ Take food, rest and entertainment
Add all times spent except the last one, then divide the sum total by 24, then multiply the
result with hundred. Thus, determine percentage. It should not be below 50%.
● Gain Knowledge regarding general health, sickness and medical treatment.
● Any subordinate unit must not meet its need until center meets its need like printing central
documents, money and security.
If subordinate unit violates this rule, that will manifest one-sidedness in thinking and splitism in organization.
● Each region shall appoint particular comrade to keep account.
● Determine the hindrances in thinking that appear before in the course of accomplishing a
work. In order to clear those, first wage ideological struggle on the eve of doing that.
To be solely dependent on any single matter while doing any work is manifestation of onesidedness. Consequently, work will not succeed. First and foremost, it needs to clear the
obstacle in thinking because it is thinking that controls work.
● Determine the level of organizational work, that is, which one is principal between on the
one hand, level of development of organization or that of its consolidation on the other,
armed struggle on the one side and development and consolidation on the other, and
determine working method accordingly.
● Work with plan: monthly, half yearly and yearly etc. That is, determine work and timetable.
● Meeting accepts the Circular of the Central Committee (1st Week March)
● Determine criterion of cadres.
An organizer must have the following criterion:
▬ Able to carry order from higher level and able to carry own decision
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▬ Able to combine works
▬ Able to understand and make others understand political lines and documents
▬ Able to keep secrecy and security
▬ Able to stop mouth on special secret matters
▬ Spirited
▬ Able to write local leaflet
▬ Able to run problematic persons
▬ Able to carry organizational and military work; at least able to carry study circle, cell,
military group and military attack
▬ Obedient to party and leadership
▬ Trustful and abide by discipline
▬ Motivated to scarify personal interest
▬ Brave
▬ Wise
▬ Study
▬ Dogmatism and narrow empiricism is not his/her principal aspect
▬ Has own knowledge on everything of a region
▬ Is disciplined and able to keep smaller offices
▬ Economical
▬ Try to correct errors and deviations
▬ Keep good relation with co-workers, lower and higher level cadres
▬ Has idea on press and printing
▬ Knows how to ride bicycle, swim and boat
▬ Flexible in discussion
▬ Is not split-ist in relation
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▬ Disciplined in daily life
▬ Takes advice
▬ Takes care of cadres as much as possible
▬ Does not have love-related harmful problems
▬ Does not have characteristics of a clique
▬ Does have more or less theoretical knowledge about Marxism
▬ Does not have vacillation
▬ Does not get confused in new situation
▬ Able to avoid errors by making summation
▬ Arduous
▬ Has average idea on arms and ammunitions of party
▬ Has more or less idea on Medical Treatment
▬ Has more or less idea on sex education
▬ More or less physically healthy
▬ May stand criticism
▬ Is not liberalist
▬ Can analyze the nature of errors and correct that
▬ Able to determine principal task
▬ Able to attend program timely
▬ Is impressive in conversation with sympathizers and lower levels
▬ Must be full member of party
▬ Must be able to make policy, utilize cadres and improve them
▬ Has quality to accept and actualize written or verbal good proposal, advice and order
▬ Eager to learn
● Determine criterion for study circle, cell and military group
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Various levels will propose necessary criterion for central committee members.
● We are the responsible for success or failure. Organizer is responsible for good or bad of a
region.
● To overcome illusion toward old society, first it is necessary to be clear in thinking, persist
in to overcome the difficulties and overcome that.
Thus, clear errors of thinking and habits of old society.
● Meeting grants the Seventh Communique of the Central Committee.
● Meeting grants the rules and decisions made by the Chairman.
● Members made criticism-self-criticism in the meeting.
● Meeting concluded successfully by fixing the schedule of the next meeting.

►◄
Appendix-I

Some Guides for Leadership
● When making whole timer—
▬ See whether or not advanced character
▬ Whether or not his/her face, behavior and conversation is advanced character
▬ Impressive or not
Do not make him/her whole timer, if he/she is not of advanced character
● Task of Leadership
1) Policy Making:
▬ Finding out problems and giving its solutions
▬ Take report, question, hold meeting to find out problems
▬ Read documents and theories centering on problems
▬ Thinking
▬ Finding out solutions
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▬ Discuss about solutions (If necessary through Meeting)
2) Materializing policy/Utilizing cadres:
▬ giving order
▬ make them understand by discussion
▬ make them understand by meeting
3) Improvement:
Carry study conference, meeting for summation of experience (before the meeting, tell them
to be prepared with reading related theories), meeting of reading documents, general meeting
4) Acknowledgement of policy implementation
▬ Investigate
▬ Solve the problems that arise during that time
5) Experiment:
▬ Discover more developed work-method, find out qualified persons and appoint them and
making experiments in other fields
6) Summation of Experience
▬ Find out success, errors and limitations of order and policy implementation and do not
repeat it in future
● Leadership needs to have close contact with cadres. For that, courier center is needed
● Appreciate good aspects of cadres and sympathizers
● Solve the problems of criticism
● Properly apply democracy and centralism
▬ Ask for opinions before decision
▬ Convince when giving decision
▬ Accept good proposal if there is any
▬ Ask criticism and proposals
▬ Let the opposing opinions be submitted
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▬ Activate full democracy
▬ Firmly implement decisions and orders
The unchanged petit bourgeoisie say order and centralism as bureaucratic and dictatorial.
It is natural for leadership to get this type of charge. If he/she does not get this type of charge,
he/she is liberalist.
● Appoint cadres to appropriate posts
● Create public opinion:
▬ Against opportunists
▬ Before demoting
● Division of labor:
▬ Discussion group
▬ Propaganda group
▬ Investigation group (If there is manpower shortage, investigate one area by another area’s
people or by courier)
▬ Teacher group
▬ Organizer group, carrying military, study circle and mass organization
▬ Account keeper
▬ Courier, office
▬ Cadre history
▬ Regional based history
▬ Account
▬ Keeping operation sheet etc.
▬ Educating in different professions
▬ Steno type
▬ Radio mechanics
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▬ Driving etc.
● Applying necessary formality: Written approval, verbal approval, letter with signature,
strictness on decision
● Own Improvement:
▬ Problem-based study
▬ General Textbook-Quotation, Five articles, People’s war
▬ Stalin’s ‘Dialectical and historical materialism’
▬ Selected readings of Mao Tse-Tung
▬ Our documents
● Keep close contact and hold meeting with higher level
● Reject split-ism
● Keep security
● Coordinate between various works:
▬ Notebook on problems
▬ Duty sheet
▬ Looking at duty sheet
● To know about different subjects, discuss with those who are learned on those:
▬ Doctors
▬ Scientists etc.
● Follow the method of discussion:
▬ Discuss on everyone’s own interested subjects; go to politics through that
▬ Be good hearer and be caring
● Textbook on Leadership:
▬ Read ‘Some problems on leadership’ of organizational documents
▬ Read ‘Role of Leaders and Cadres in revolution’
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▬ Read ‘How to solve shortage of cadres’
▬ [Cadre
▬ Leadership of party committee] From Quotation
▬ [Discussion
▬ Criticism
▬ How to do a work] From Documents
● Bimonthly plan:
▬ Complete consolidation before the end of Jaishtha [Jaistha is a Bengali month—CPMLMBD]
▬ Carry improvement, complete rectification movement
▬ Build leadership group
▬ Make study circle and guerrilla group
▬ Complete communication
▬ Appoint courier
▬ Forge relay center
▬ Collect cadre history
▬ Giving membership/applicant membership/study circle membership etc.
● Without eliminating the petit bourgeoisie characteristics, one cannot achieve leadership
capability

►◄
Followings are added to the 8th communique:
The National Liberation Front of East Bengal will chant the following slogans:
◄ Long Live the National Liberation Front of East Bengal!
◄ Long Live the Armed Patriotic Force of East Bengal!
◄ Long Live the Chairman of National Liberation Front—Siraj Sikder!
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The Party cadres inside the front will chant:
◄ Long Live the Proletarian Party of East Bengal!
◄ Long Live other parties that joined front!
And other parties will chant slogans □
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